An objective visual performance evaluation with visual evoked potential (VEP) measurements was first integrated into an adaptive optics (AO) system. The optical and neural limits to vision can be bypassed through this system. Visual performance can be measured electrophysiologically with VEP, which reflects the objective function from the retina to the primary visual cortex. The VEP measurements without and with AO correction were preliminarily carried out using this system, demonstrating the great potential of this system in the objective visual performance evaluation. The new system will provide the necessary technique and equipment support for the further study of human visual function.
Visual performance tests [visual acuity (VA) and contrast sensitivity (CS), etc.] provide important supplementary data for diagnosing visual pathology or other pathological involvement of the visual pathway. However, it is well known that visual performance is governed by optical, retinal, and neural factors. At present, several successful attempts have been directed at bypassing the optical limits. For example, the history can be traced back to when Campbell and Green [1] measured the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) without optical limits using interference fringes formed on the retina. Aside from interference fringes, a powerful tool to bypass the optical limits was through adaptive optics (AO). Since Liang et al. [2] first used the AO technique to obtain supernormal vision through high-order aberration (HOA) correction in 1997, a great deal of attention has been paid to the relationship between ocular aberrations and visual performance through the AO system. In 2011, Roorda [3] made a more comprehensive review of the application of AO in vision.
However, all of the studies mentioned above were the optical limits to subjective visual performance. The subjective test is measured by the psychophysiological method. It always needs subjects to judge by a perceived pattern stimulus. Unfortunately, the subjective visual performance benefits obtained through AO correction were confounded with neural limits. Artal et al. [4] have found that through AO the eye somehow adapted to the blur generated by its own point spread function (PSF) to manipulate their aberrations in such a way to rotate the eye's native PSF. It meant that adaptation to our own aberrations limited the effectiveness of an aberration correction and was defined as neural insensitivity. In 2007, Chen et al. [5] also showed that the sharpest image was generated with some remaining aberration rather than a full AO correction. It can be seen that the neural limits confounded the accurate assessment of visual performance with subjective tests.
Aside from subjective tests, visual performance can be measured by objective tests, which only need subjects to keep fixated on the stimuli, using the electrophysiological techniques of visual evoked potential (VEP) [6] , electroretinogram (ERG), and electrooculogram (EOG). Obviously, the objective tests have some advantages over subjective tests especially for infants, mental retardation, mental disorders, malinger, etc. Among these objective tests, VEP that represents the response of the visual vortex to visual stimuli has been shown to be valuable in assessing VA [7] and CS [8] objectively, especially in infants and individuals with short attention spans. In addition, the VEP is a useful tool to help with diagnosing visual pathway pathology objectively and is widely used in forensic practice.
But, as in the subjective tests, in order to measure retinal or visual pathway limits to vision by the objective VEP and other electrophysiological techniques, the optical limits should be first bypassed. As far as we know, using AO to bypass the optical limits in VEP measurement is a new technique. It has been found that using the VEP measurements in visual performance tests appears to improve diagnostic power [9, 10] . It prompts us to consider the new technique of integrating VEP measurements into an AO system.
In this Letter, we report a setup of an objective visual performance evaluation system with VEP based on the AO system. The system will provide a platform for accurate assessment of visual performance with VEP measurements. Obviously, the new technique adds a new and reliable dimension to study the development of vision.
The preliminary research on VEP measurements without and with AO correction has been carried out on this system. Figure 1 is the schematic of the AO system integrated with pattern reversal VEP (PR-VEP) measurements. This system can be divided into an AO aberration manipulation subsystem and a PR-VEP measurement subsystem.
The AO aberration manipulation subsystem is mainly comprised of a wavefront sensor, a deformable mirror, and a closed-loop control system. The AO system design and layout analysis can be found elsewhere [11, 12] . We only introduce the part of optical path. A beacon superluminescent diode (SLD) (shown in Fig. 1 ) was collimated as a parallel light beam after it passed through a collimation lens L11 and spatial filter P, and then it passed and was reflected through the relevant optical channels to be directed into the subject's eye. The beacon light was focused on the subject's retina and the backwardscattered light exited through the pupil, passed through the deformable mirror, pupil matching, and relay optical system (L3-L4, L5-L6), and was then projected onto a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) to measure the wavefront slope G. G was processed by a computer, transformed into a voltage matrix V , and constructed into a wavefront matrix A by
where C xy is a control matrix of an AO system and R xy is a reconstruction matrix of SHWS, respectively. Figure 2 shows the process of aberration manipulation. The detailed analysis of aberration manipulation can be found in Ref. [13] .
In the objective VEP measurements, the pattern stimuli can be presented in a pattern reversal way [14] . After pattern reversal stimulation, the electrophysiological activities can be recorded from electrodes attached to the scale in the visual cortex. The activities were amplified by the VEP acquisition circuit [15] (shown in Fig. 1 ). The bandpass of the amplifier was 1-30 Hz, and the digitization frequency was 1000 Hz. The recording computer was connected to the VEP acquisition circuit via a standard COM port. A single recording session yielded three VEPs in response to three repeated stimulations of 100 pattern reversal presentations in one type of stimulus. The resulting signals of PR-VEP were separated from the noise (electroencephalogram, EEG) by a filtering and averaging process using a customized MATLAB program.
The stimuli were displayed by an organic light-emitting diode (OLED, EMA-100100, eMagin Corporation) monochrome black-and-white microdisplay with an effective size of 12 mm × 8 mm, a resolution of 800 × 600 in pixels, and a highest refreshment rate of 75 Hz. According to the test conditions requirements, the luminance of the microdisplay could be manually adjusted. In order to produce gray levels with 14 bits of resolution, the stimulus pattern was input into the Bits# stimulus processor (Cambridge Research System), which transferred the pattern stimulus to the OLED display. The Bits# simultaneously sent a synchronizing signal to the PR-VEP measurement subsystem, including the accurate timing of the stimulus presentation. The synchronizing signal was delivered at every reversal in the stimulus. This was used to tag 100 responses and average to each type of stimulus. The trial was restarted once the results of the 3 repeated measurements were not reproducible, and it was stopped after the second was not reproducible.
PR-VEP measurements were made in a dark room. The effective distance from the OLED's screen to the eye was 200 mm. The filled size on the screen was 2°. For the VA or CS tests, the stimulus was a vertical sinusoidal grating with different frequencies. The subjects were instructed to look at a cross in the center of the screen.
To monitor the fixation status of a subject in real time, the system was miniaturized and mounted in a three-axis motorized translation platform, as shown in Fig. 3 . The pupil camera and the adjustment of the motorized translation stage would ensure that subjects' fixation was focused on the small cross in the center of the screen.
Based on the developed AO system integrated with PR-VEP measurements, three volunteers (DP, ZZ, and CKY) were used to PR-VEP measurements without and with AO correction. The detailed information for all subjects is shown in Table 1 . The subject's low-order aberrations were always corrected by inserting the trial lens at the front of eye. Prior to the experiment, all participants signed an informed consent form. In the experiment, each subject was treated with dilation of pupils and paralysis of accommodation by administering 1% cyclopentolate.
During the PR-VEP measurements, a vertical sinusoidal grating with a contrast of 0.9 and different spatial frequencies of 4, 8, and 16 cycles per degree (cpd) were used as the pattern stimulus. The reversal stimulation time frequency was 2 Hz or 4 reversals per second (rps).
The PR-VEP waveforms at each spatial frequency were recorded without and with AO correction. Figure 4 shows the measured Zernike coefficient values and the corresponding PSF (calculated by numerical method) for one typical subject CKY under the two correction strategies. The aberrated PSF distorts and reduces the contrast of the stimulus and, as a result, blurs an image primarily with high spatial frequencies. After AO correction, all the aberrations up to seven-order radial Zernike modes were corrected, and the residual RMS aberrations converged to a small value of about 0.1 μm, demonstrating a good performance of the AO system. Also, the aberrated PSF became compact and approached near diffraction-limited. Figure 5 compares the PR-VEP waveforms of three subjects under the two correction strategies. After AO correction, it not only improved the subjective VA and CS [13] , but also increased the negative-position-negative (NPN) amplitudes of the waveform with varying degrees. The results were consistent with PSF changes with AO correction.
For further analysis, the eigenvalues of NPN waveforms in the PR-VEP were extracted; that is, the first negative wave N1, the first positive wave P1, and the second negative wave N2, including amplitudes and latencies. The amplitude of N1 is absolute, the amplitudes of P1 and N2 are P1-N1 and P1-N2, respectively; the latency of N1, P1, and N2 is the time from the stimuli presentation to the appearance of positive or negative waves. Figure 6 is the average NPN amplitudes and latencies of all eyes from three subjects. The black histogram shows the magnitude and latency with AO correction. Compared with no AO correction (red histogram), after AO correction the amplitudes of NPN at all spatial frequencies were increased with statistical significance (p < 0.05). The increased amplitude meant that the subject received a clearer stimulus and the decreased amplitude meant that the subject received a blurred stimulus. As a result, the amplitude of NPN was equivalent to the subjective perception. According to this equivalent principle, PR-VEP can be used to objectively measure refractive power [16] and to objectively evaluate VA and CSF [7] [8] [9] . However, the change of latency in each spatial frequency was not obvious, and it had no statistical significance.
These differences of NPN amplitudes and latencies after AO corrections could be interpreted that it improved retinal image quality and not changed the spatial frequencies and field size. While NPN amplitude reflected the number of excited nerve fibers that reached the visual cortex, NPN latency reflected the different transmission channel. As a result, more nerve cells were excited with AO corrections, and then the NPN amplitude was increased.
In conclusion, we integrated an objective visual performance evaluation with PR-VEP measurements into the AO system. It first used AO aberration manipulation technology in the PR-VEP measurements. The performance of the system was checked with objective PR-VEP measurements experiments without and with AO corrections. The results showed that the PR-VEP measurement was an objective and quantitative tool for studying the relationship between the ocular aberrations and visual performance that reflected the retinal and visual pathway limits to vision. Bypassing the optical and neural limits to vision, the PR-VEP measurements based on AO would be an accurate visual performance evaluation.
In addition, the subjective visual performance (VA and CS) tests and objective PR-VEP measurements can be taken under the same system. It was convenient and possible to compare between the two metrical methods. Also, the two metrics can be used to confirm each other. In these respects, the system provided the necessary technical and equipment support for future research on visual function.
The future work will be focused on using this system to study whether the subjective or objective evaluating method has the same sensitivity for visual performance changes and whether they reflect the same aspects of visual performance. Then, it is valuable to find subclinical markers of visual performance decline. Besides, this technique can be transited to binocular vision to assess binocular visual function with both subjective and objective metrical methods and in depth to understand the mechanism of binocular vision formation and binocular visual function maintenance. 
